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This hearing was conducted pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 118E, Chapter 30A,
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

Jurisdiction

Through a notice dated April 8, 2013, MassHealth denied Appellant's application for MassHealth
Standard Long-Term Care benefits because of the failure to produce verifications and because of
excess assets. See Exhibits 1 and 2 (both containing copies of the denial notiee citing 130 CMR
520.007, 130 CMR 520.023, and 130 CMR 520.024). Appellant Hied a timely appeal of this denial
with the Board of Hearings on April 25, 2013. See 130 CMR 610.015(8} and Exhibit 1.
Challenging the MassHealth denial of a request for assistance is a valid ground for appeal to the
Board of Hearings. See 130 CMR 610.032.

Action Taken by MassHealth

MassHealth denied Appellant's application seeking MassHealth Standard Long-Term Care
benefits.

Issue

Is there any reason to overrule the MassIIcalth decision to deny Appellant's request for MassIlealth
Standard Long-Term Care benefits? Specifically is the trust asset at issue countable?
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Summary of Evidence

Appellant was represented at hearing by two individuals (Attorneys Gould & Lutsky) who were
both designated as Appeal Representatives prior to the elose of the reeord.1 The initial MassIIealth
applieation was processed by Mr. ICeegan of the Chelsea MHC. see Hxhibit 1. and Ms. Yong of the
Chelsea MFC represented the agency at hearing.

On February 25. 2013, Appellant filed a Senior Medical Benefit Request application (SMBR)
seeking MassHealth Standard Long-Term Care (LTC) benefits. Appellant was admitted to a skilled
nursing facility on December 14, 2012 and is seeking benefits with a start dale of January 13, 2013
to assist with payment for her nursing facility stay. There is no issue about Appellant's clinical
eligibility for MassIIealth LTC benefits.

At hearing the parties clarified that there was no longer any verification issue to support a denial,
but the issue involved excess assets. Specifically, the portion of the agency denial notice which
discussed excess assets reads as follows: "In addition, you have excess assets since (he value of the
properly in Trust is a countable asset. MassHealth will rescind this determination of excess assets
if house removed from Trust and returned to the applicant within 60 days. If the house is removed
from the Trust and returned to the applicant, MassIIealth will redetermine countability oj house. "2

On January 2. 2004, the real property containing Appellant's former community residence in
Littleton, Mass, was transferred to Appellant as Trustee of a Family Trust named after the family
surname. The January 2, 2004 quitclaim deed indicated that the grantors who previously held title
were Appellant and three of her children, Bradford, David and Hdward/ [This deed was recorded in
the Middlesex Country Registry of Deeds on February 11, 2004. | See Exhibit 7. Lxhibit 8 contains
a copy of a Declaration of Trust establishing this Family Trust also on January 2, 2004.

1 The first attorney, Attorney Gould, replaced the attorney (Lesl ie Madge) whose law firm has been i n i t i a l l y
designated as the Appeal Representative. Compare Fxhibi t s 1 and 4. At the hearing date, Attorney Lutsky appeared
with Attorney Gould, and Attorney Luslky was designated as an additional Appeal Representative in w r i t i n g . See
Lxh ib i t 6. The hearing was also postponed once at the request of Appellant due to the switch in counsel and due to
the unava i l ab i l i ty of new counsel (Attorney Gould) to attend on the originally scheduled hearing date due to a prior
commitment. See Lxhibits 3, 4, and 5; 130 CMR 610.048.
2 Because MassIIeal th chose to introduce the excess asset in a denial based on verification, there is no notice stating
specifically how much Appellant is over the asset l imi t due to the real property-related asset which MassIIealth
contends is countable and which Appellant believes should be non-countable. See denial notice found in both
Exhibits 1 and 2. Typically an applicant with excess assets w i l l receive an excess asset notice, which breaks down in
some detail what makes up the alleged countable assets, and which informs them of their spenddown rights found
under 130 CMR 520.003 and 130 CMR 520.004.
Assuming MassHealth is correct on the countabil i l ty of the trust at issue, the house in question presumably has equity
of more than $2,000 which would make it a possible countable asset in excess of the more than the $2,000 l i m i t for
assets for a single person.
1 Per privacy concerns related to 130 CMR 610.014, surnames and the properly address w i l l not be identified in the
portions of this decision which may be available in the decisions compiled for the public by the Board of Hearings.
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Appellant is the only settlor of the Family Trust. The trust has a Schedule of Beneficiaries dated
January 2, 2004 which states that that the beneficiaries are Appellant as the 100% beneficiary as to
income only during her lifetime, and, "upon death1' to each of her three children in proportional
(33.3%) shares. Appellant is also the only Trustee of the Family Trust. All parties agree that the
Family Trust is irrevocable.

MassIIealth argues that the Trust is countable under the regulations per the agency memorandum
offered at hearing in Exhibit 9. In its memorandum, MassIIealth notes that Article 3 gives the
Trustee broad power and authority to deal with Trust assets, which include but are not limited to:

1. the power to manage the real estate, sell, assign, mortgage or dispose any part of the Trust estate
(as stated in Sub-Paragraph B of that Article);

2. the power to sell, without Court approval any part of the Trust estate and to invest in any kind
of property whatsoever (as slated in Sub-Paragraph C);

3. the power to determine who is entitled to distributions and the proportions they shall take (as
stated in Sub-Paragraph H);

4. the power to determine what portion of the Trust assets shall be chargeable to income or
principal (as stated in Sub-Paragraph F);

5. the power to loan money to the beneficiary when and if reasonable and necessary (as stated in
Sub-Paragraph II) ; and

6. the power to deal directly with the Trust whether as Trustee, principal or beneficiary without
liability for self-dealing (as slated in Sub-Paragraph I).

Massl lealth argues that Appellant is the sole vested lifetime Beneficiary of the trust and that a litany
of federal and state law and regulations, as well as Massachusetts court decisions, support that the
income and assets of the trust are available to the Appellant and should be countable under
controlling law. Included specifically among MassIIealth's argument in favor of countability is the
concept that, under its terms, the home was literally available as a residence to Appellant prior to
her nursing facility institutionali/ation (suggesting that the principal was formerly available for
Appellant's use and benefit during her time residing in a community setting). MassHealth also
argues that because any income of that asset is "available" to Appellant under a plain reading ol'the
Trust and its Schedule of Beneficiaries, that makes it countable per 130 CMR 520.023(C).
MassHealth also argues that there is no trust provision prohibiting the Trustee/Appellant from
exercising her power to convert the home into, for example, an income-producing annuity, which
could be used to meet Appellant's financial needs. MassHealth also argued that removing the home
from the trust and titling the home in Appellant's name only may result in a cure and possibly an
asset which could be liened. Sec Hxhibit 9.

Appellant requested and received lime to submit documentation in response to the MassHealth
memorandum presented at hearing per 130 CMR 610.081. See Hxhibit 10.

In the Appellant's legal memorandum in Fxhibit 1 1 , the Representative argues that the agency is
mistaken to treat the principal as countable. Appellant argues that, per Article 10 and the Schedule
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of Beneficiaries, the Trustee is prohibited by terms of the Trust from paying any principal to the
Appellant and thus the principal is not "available" lo Appellant in accordance with the regulatory
language of 130 CMR 520.023(C). Appellant's side also argues that the house is not available to
Appellant because such assets which are "available'' must be resources that are payable to or for the
benefit of an applicant, and that retaining the right to "live in the home should not be deemed as a
form of payment lo the Grantor" (italici/.ed emphasis in original Exhibit 11) . Appellant's rights as
more akin to a life estate or mere possessory interest which in no way made the underlying principal
of the trust asset available. Appellant's representative also disagreed with MassHealth's legal
contentions and argued that none of the powers cited by the agency could be exercised in such a
way so that the Trustee could lend money or reallocate principal and income of the asset to herself
without avoiding a breach of fiduciary duty to all the other beneficiaries such as the identified
vested children of Appellant who are the Trust's remainder beneficiaries. Appellant also disagrees
with the agency's position on whether the "any circumstances" test from Cohen could be
successfully applied, and believes the agency's position on self-dealing of the Trustee as well as the
possibility of changing the beneficiaries or making a loan to the income beneficiary are incorrect.
See Exhibit 11.

During the hearing, the question of whether and how the Appellant had answered Question 3 of the
Real Estate section of the Long Term Care Supplement part of the SMBR application; at hearing it
was discovered that the question had been unanswered by Appellant. As this question "Do you
intend to return home? " may affect the analysis under 130 CMR 520.007(G) about the countability
of this real property asset should it be removed from the Trust and re-titled in the Appellant's name.
Appellant requested and received approval to also submit an amendment with this answer during
the Record Open period. Sec Exhibit 10. During the Record Open, Attorney Gould submitted
documentation which had "Yes" checked off in response to the above question; this form with the
"x" mark was not signed.' Sec Exhibit 12.

Findings of Fact

Based on a preponderance of the evidence. I find the following:

1. Appellant was admitted to a skilled nursing facility on December 14, 2012 and is seeking
benefits with a start date of January 13, 2013 to assist with payment for her nursing facility stay.
(Testimony and Exhibits 9 and 11)

2. On February 25, 2013, Appellant filed a SMBR seeking ETC benefits. (Testimony and Exhibit

11)

3. At all times relevant to the application period. Appellant is an unmarried widow with no

1 At hearing it was suggested that if an amended supplement answer was going to be given during the Record Open
period, it would make sense for it lo be signed by Appel lant and/or her Power of Attorney to make it an official part
or change to the SMBR.
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community spouse. (Testimony and Exhibit 9}

4. As of the hearing date, MassHealth has denied the SMBR due to a real estate asset which
MassHealth is treating as a countable and excess asset. (Testimony and Exhibits 1, 9 and 11)

a. The denial notice at issue also mentioned a verification-related issue, but the verification
issue has been resolved prior to hearing due to production of the necessary verifications.
(Testimony and Exhibits 1, 9 and 11)

b. The denial notice at issue gives as part of reason for the denial the following reason:

"In addition, you have excess assets since the value of the property in Trust is a
countable asset. MassHealth will rescind this determination of excess assets if house
removed from Trust and returned to the applicant within 60 days. If the house is
removed from the Trust and returned to the applicant, MassHealth will redetermine
countability of house. " (Exhibit 1)

5. On January 2, 2004, the real property containing Appellant's former community residence in
Littleton, Mass, was transferred to Appellant as Trustee of a Family Trust named after the
family surname. Appellant is (he Settlor and sole Trustee of this Family Trust. (Testimony and
Exhibits 7, 8, 9 and 11)

6. The Family Trust is irrevocable. (Testimony and Exhibits 8, 9, and 11)

7. The Family Trust's Schedule of Beneficiaries dated January 2, 2004 states the beneficiaries arc
Appellant as the 100% beneficiary as to income only during her lifetime, and, "upon death" to
each of her three children in proportional (33.3%) shares. (Testimony and Exhibits 8, 9 and 11)

8. Article 3 of the Family Trust gives the Trustee broad power and authority to deal with Trust
assets, which include but are not limited to:

a. the power to manage the real estate, sell, assign, mortgage or dispose any part of the Trust
estate (as stated in Sub-Paragraph B of that Article);

b. the power to sell, without Court approval any pan of the Trust estate and to invest in any
kind of property whatsoever (as stated in Sub-Paragraph C);

c. the power to determine who is entitled to distributions and the proportions they shall take
(as stated in Sub-Paragraph E);

d. the power to determine what portion of the Trust assets shall be chargeable to income or
principal (as slated in Sub-Paragraph F);

e. the power to loan money to the beneficiary when and if reasonable and necessary (as stated
in Sub-Paragraph II); and

f. the power to deal directly with the Trust whether as Trustee, principal or beneficiary
without liability for self-dealing (as stated in Sub-Paragraph I).
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(Exhibit 8)

9. Appellant continued to reside in that Littleton property after the formation of the Family Trust
but prior to her 2012 institutionali/ation to a skilled nursing facility. (Testimony and Exhibits 9
and 1 1 )

Analysis and Conclusions of Law

The regulations governing MassHealth eligibility for institutionalised persons of any age arc found
at 130 CMR 515.000 through 522.000. In this appeal, the central issue of dispute involves whether
any portion of Appellant's real estate interest in her former home, which is now part of a trust
corpus, should be considered countable. There is no dispute that the asset limit for an individual
applicant seeking LTC benetlts like Appellant is $2,000, see 130 CMR 520.003, or that the Trust
in question is irrevocable.

Typically, the value of a former home of a currently single individual, like Appellant, who has
entered a medical institution such as a skilled nursing facility and who has also been so
institutionalized on a long-term basis, is a countable asset. See 130 CMR 520.007(G). However,
when such a real estate interest or asset is put in a trust, both the "Financial Eligibility"
regulations in 130 CMR 520.019 (governing transfers) and the Trust-related regulations at 130
CMR 520.021 through 130 CMR 520.024 (applying to trusts) come into play and become part of
the analysis.

In this appeal, there is no el igibil i ty issue raised by the transfer because both the creation of the
trust and the transfer of the real estate asset look place in 2004, well before the relevant 60-month
look back period. See 130 CMR 520.023(A); 130 CMR 520.019(6).

In analyzing the remaining issue. I find most pertinent the trust-related MassHealth regulations
reprinted below:

520.023: Trusts or Similar Legal Devices Created on or after Angus! 11,1993
The trust and transfer rules at 42 U.S.C. I396p apply to trusts or similar legal devices created
on or after August II, 1993, that are created or funded other than by a will. Generally,
resources held in a trust are considered available if under any circumstances described in the
terms of the trust, any of the resources can be made available to the individual.

(C) Irrevocable Trusts.
(1) Portion Payable.
(a) Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as interest) of an
irrevocable trust that could be paid under any circumstances to or for the benefit of the
individual is a countable asset
(h) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust made to or for the
benefit of the individual are countable income.
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(c) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust made to another and
not to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident are considered transfers of resources for
less than fair-market value and are treated in accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR
520.0J9(G).
(d) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse held in an irrevocable
trust that is available according to the terms of the trust is a countable asset Where the home
or former home is an asset of the trust, it is not subject to the exemptions of 130 CMR
520.007(G)(2) or 520.007(G)(8).
(2) Portion Not Payable. Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as
interest) of an irrevocable trust that could not be paid under any circumstances to or for the
benefit of the nursing-facility resident will he considered a transfer for less than fair-market
value and treated in accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(G),

520.024: General Trust Rules
130 CMR 520.024 applies to trusts whether or not established by will and whether or not
established by the individual or spouse.
(A) Irrevocable Trust.
(1) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by the individual or spouse
that the trustee is required to distribute to or for the benefit of the individual are countable.
(2) Payments from the income or principal of an irrevocable trust established by the individual
or spouse to or for the benefit of the individual are countable.
(3) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by other than the individual or
spouse that the trustee is required to distribute to the individual are countable.
(4) Payments from the income or the principal of an irrevocable trust established by other than
the individual or spouse to the individual are countable.

(B) Home in Trust: Community-Based Individuals.

(C) Home in Trust: Cure
(1) If the MassHeaith agency has denied or terminated MassIIealth because the home or former
home in trust is considered an excess asset, the MassIIealth agency will rescind that action if the
home or former home has been removed from the trust and returned to the nursing-facility
resident in accordance with the full cure rules at 130 CMR 520.0I9(K).
(2) When the home or former home is removed from a trust, as determined by the MassIIealth
agency, the MassHealth agency will redetermine eligibility using the rules at 130 CMR
520.007(G)(8) and the fall cure rules at 130 CMR 520.019(K).
(3) When the home or former home has been removed from the trust, the MassHealth agency may
place a lien in accordance with 130 CMR 515,012.

(Hmphasis added.)

Based on the above regulations, MassIIealth urges that the entire amount oi'the Littleton property
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in the trust be found "available" and countable to the Appellant. The Appeal Representative
argues that possession does not evidence complete control or sufficient "availability" of the asset
and that the Trustee docs not have the ability to further make the asset available to Appellant, and
thus there is no countable asset. I find some issues with both side's analysis but ultimately, I am
more persuaded by the MassHcalth argument.

I will first note that there is no other guidance in the regulations, nor in HCT'A 64,5 which
explains or further defines whether the key word of "available" in 130 CMR 520.023(C){l)(d)
should be interpreted in a way encouraged by either party. However, HCFA 64 does state, in a
section titled "Placement of Excluded Assets in Trust", that the home of an institutionalized
individual is not an excluded asset and must ordinarily be countable. See §3259.6 (F) of IICT'A
64. In his memorandum, one of Appellant's attorneys suggests that an available asset can only
be considered "available" and thus potentially countable if and only if "it can be paid \o or for the
benefit of the Grantor" (italicized emphasis in original Kxhibil 11) and that because a right to live
in a home cannot be interpreted as payment, it cannot be countable. I disagree. Non-payable
assets such as vehicles and homes arc countable assets and potential resources, and to conclude
otherwise due to such a strict interpretation of the term "resource" would render many of the
related financial eligibility regulations and case law meaningless and lead to inconsistent
conclusions. See e.g.. 130 CMR 520.007(F) and (G) (treating vehicles and real estate assets as
potential countable assets and resources).

Turning to the major discussion point as to whether the trust asset, the house, can be made
available to Appellant. It is certainly available to her during her life for her use and enjoyment.
The Appellant can choose to live there or, if she does not reside there but is still alive, she would
clearly be entitled to any rental income generated by the property. Moreover, if this particular
trust asset does not fall into that subset of trust property which is "available" to an applicant, it is
hard to fathom what kind of real estate properly asset in a trust would ever fall under this
definition or provision and be subject to the counlability requirement imposed by 130 CMR
520.023(C)(l)(d). Moreover, 1 am also persuaded by the Massllealth reliance on the citations to
both the SJC decision in Lebow as well as the Cohen and Doherty decisions reached by the
Commonwealth's Appeals Court. See Exhibit 9 for citations. In the closing to Appellant's
memorandum in Exhibit 11, Appellant's representative acknowledges the "any
circumstances'V'pcppercorn of discretion" test discussed in Lebow and Cohen exists, but then
argues that the test has failed and does not apply to this case because "the Massliealth agency has
not demonstrated how the principal of the Trust can be distributed to the Applicant." See Exhibit

5 IICFA 64 is an interpretive communication of the "State Medicaid Manual" published by HCFA. (HCFA is a reference-
to the 'Health Care Financing Administration", which is now known as the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS). CMS is the federal agency under the Department of Health and Human Services with the responsibility of
helping the 50 states to administer their Medicaid programs.] The Massachusetts Appeals Court has previously looked
at this interpretive communication, known as "HCFA 64", for guidance on issues related to interpreting MassHealth
regulations. See e.g., Andrews v. Division of Medical Assistance. 68 Mass.App.Cl. 228 (2006).
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In contrast, 1 find that MassHeallh gave specific, clear examples of how the Trustee has the
explicit power, discretion and protection from the Trust document to sell the real estate and/or to
convert the real estate into another form of resource (such as an income-producing annuity), and
to allocate income and principal. See Article 3 of the Trust Document in Exhibit 8. Appellant
argues that there is a fiduciary duty to the remainder beneficiaries, but there is also a fiduciary
duty to the income beneficiary, and the Trust document docs not provide much in the way of
specifics or limits of those duties, other than stating when (during Appellant's lifetime or after)
the specific beneficiaries should take their share. Thus, it is difficult to conclude that there is a
violation to the remainder beneficiary due to the inherent general nature of the Trust's reliance on
generic language. Such generic language was probably used to maximize the freedom of choice
for the Trustee/Appellant in the future. l;or example, if Appellant did not need to be in a skilled
nursing facility, but could instead function and live safely in an assisted living facility (a non-
medical institution for which MassHealth could not provide assistance), would the elder be
unable to convert the trust asset into a source of income to pay for her assisted living f a c i l i t y b i l l ?
More importantly, if she didn't access or utilize the resource, would Appellant not be arguing

that she could and to not do so would violate the same fiduciary duly she owes to herself as the
sole beneficiary during her lifetime? I don't find the analysis to be much different just because,
under the current circumstances. Appellant is in a nursing facility and now may not wish to
access her resource because, with a skilled nursing facility, there is a potential to access the finite
resources of her state's Medicaid program instead of accessing her real property resource to pay
for her skilled nursing need. Appellant argues for a different analysis in part because the
situation is akin to a life estate. If Appellant wanted only a life estate, she could have reserved
one without creating a trust or she could have created one by more specifically enunciating the
right to occupy in the terms of her self-settled inter vivos trust. However, by choosing to create
this specific Trust, she explicitly gave herself more power and discretion, presumably to give
herself something more in terms of future flexibility and authority (or "availability") than she
would have had in a more traditional "life estate with remainder" set of circumstances, and she
now needs to accept the burdens or benefits that her irrevocable trust arrangement created.

*' Hven if the trust had created a life estate, there might still be a problem in terms of excess assets. See BOH
decision No. 1304510 (issued July 26, 2013). Although other decisions of the Board of Hearings (BOH) are not
binding on the current appeal, (hey may be persuasive although that is dependent on the commonality of fact and
issue of dispute. I will nole that MassHealth cited to lour decisions by appeal number in its memorandum in Exhibit
9, and I find the principles in those decisions and the agency analysis to be consistent and relatively logical.
Appellant in Exhibit 1 1 cited to one Board of Hearing decision issued on August 24, 2012, but provided neither an
appeal number nor any other identifying information or the decision itself and thus, I find it unnecessary to do any
required distinction.
Appellant did cite in Hxhibit 1 I to two SJC cases (Old Colony Trust Co.,. v, Silliman, from 1967 and Lannjn v.
Buckley from 1926) but 1 find the two cases to be distinguishable from this case; Old.Colony discussed the handling
of accretions or additions to an already existing trust asset, and l.annin involved two trusts funds created by a will
where there some comingling of trust assets. Appellant also cited to a scries of General Laws reference as the MPIA,
bin I will not try to analyze the basis of that claim as no specific section of M.G.I-, c. 203D was cited and relied upon
in the memorandum, and thus I find it unnecessarily vague. If Appellant believes the Commonwealth's M.G.L.
requires a different result in this action than that found by the analysis of the MassHeallh regulations and other cited
authority in this decision, that can also be handled or addressed in a court of appropriate jurisdiction through the
c.30A appeal process.
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particularly if she wants to rely on state medical assistance to pay for the substantial cost of her
medical care, especially when the limits for such state assistance have a set of understandably
strict rules that must be applied to those with potential resources.

Accordingly. 1 conclude that there are circumstances under which the asset and resource in trust
can be made available or used for appellant's benefit, and I agree with the MassHcalth analysis
that the trust asset should be countable in determining Appellant's el igibi l i ty for MassHealth
LTC benefits. This appeal is therefore DKN1HD.

As for any excess asset issue, Appellant is entitled to a period of time to "spenddown" any excess
assets or, in the case of a real estate interest in trust, an opportunity to potentially cure the issue.
Sec 130 CMR 520.004 and 130 CMR 520.024(C). Thus, MassHealth will be ordered to send the
more formal and usual excess asset denial notice with the specific amount of excess assets.8

Order for MassHealth

Send an appropriate excess asset notice detailing the specific amount of excess assets, and give the
appropriate time for any spenddown or cure required by the regulations in 130 CMR 520.000. Such
future notice should be sent to all parties entitled to receive such notice under 130 CMR 516.007.

In addition to the policy concerns laid out in various state court cases ciled supra within this decision (e.g. the
"having your cake and eating il too" l ine regarding the analysis of self-settled trusts from the SJC in Cohen, 668
N.l-;.2d 769, 777 (1996), it is noted that federal ease law also supports this contention. See U.S. v. Murray. 217 F.3d
59 65 (2000), which slates that, "if is against public policy to permit a man to tic' up his own property- in such a way
thai lie can still enjoy it but prevent his creditors from reaching it. " I f i n d the concerns and conclusions reached in
those decisions (as well as the 1 .ebow and Dohetty citations on page 5 of Exhibit 9) to be applicable and relevant to
the analysis required for this decision.
* The parties should note that if Appellant tries to appeal that notice and re-li t igate the issue over the countabili ty of
the real estate interest in trust, such an appeal would be subject to dismissal per the Fair Hearing Rule found at 130
CMR 610.035(A)(6). Appellant has M.G.I., e. 30A appeal rights on this current decision.
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Notification of Your Right to Appeal to Court

11'you disagree with this decision, you have the right to appeal to Court in aeeordanee with Chapter
30A of the Massachusetts General Laws. To appeal, you must file a complaint with the Superior
Court for the county where you reside, or Suffolk County Superior Court, within 30 days of your
receipt of this decision.

Christopher S. Taffe
Hearing Officer
Board of Hearings

cc: N . I lazlett, Appeals Coordinator @ Chelsea MHC
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